Quadruply lensed quasars are extremely rare objects, but incredibly powerful cosmological tools. Only few dozen are known in the whole sky. Here we present the spectroscopic confirmation of two new quadruplets WG0214-2105 and WG2100-4452 discovered by within the Dark Energy Survey (DES) public footprints. We have conducted spectroscopic follow-up of these systems with the Southern African Large Telescope as part of a program that aims at confirming the largest possible number of optically selected strong gravitational lensing systems in the Equatorial and Southern Hemisphere. For both systems, we present the spectra for the sources and deflectors that allowed us to estimate the source redshifts and unambiguously confirm their lensing nature. For the brighter deflector (WG2100-4452), we measure the stellar velocity dispersion from the spectrum. We also obtain photometry for both lenses, directly from DES multi-band images, isolating the lens galaxies from the quasar images. One of the quadruplets, WG0214-2105, was also observed by Pan-STARRS, allowing us to estimate the apparent brightness of each quasar image at two different epochs, and thus to find evidence for flux variability. This result could suggest a microlensing event for the faintest components, although intrinsic variability cannot be excluded with only two epochs. Finally, we present simple lens models for both quadruplets, obtaining Einstein radii, SIE velocity dispersions, ellipticities, and position angles of the lens systems, as well as time delay predictions assuming a concordance cosmological model.
quasars. The quadruplet configuration, in fact, requires a closer alignment between the source and the deflector than the one needed for the more common doublet configuration 1 . However, when the number of source images is doubled, the information that can be gathered in terms of stellar mass fraction and deflector potential is larger (e.g., Schechter & Wambsganss 2004; Treu & Marshall 2016) . Quadruplets have also been shown to be valuable cosmological tools (Refsdal 1964; Blandford & Narayan 1992; Witt, Mao, & Keeton 2000; Suyu et al. 2013; Treu & Marshall 2016; Bonvin et al. 2017) and useful for microlensing studies to study the inner parts of quasar accretion discs Kochanek 2004; Eigenbrod et al. 2008; Blackburne et al. 2011; Mediavilla et al. 2017; Vernardos 2018) . For instance, studies based on blind analysis have shown that a single quadruplet can be used to measure the so-called time delay distance (D ∆t ), a multiplicative combination of the three angular diameter distances between the observer, deflector and source 2 , with an uncertainty of 5-7% (Suyu et al. 2012) . Since D ∆t is inversely proportional to the Hubble constant, H 0 (Linder 2011; Suyu et al. 2012) , and more weakly dependent on other cosmological parameters, obtaining a precise estimation of it through time-delay lenses allows one to break some of the main degeneracies in the interpretation of cosmic microwave background data . Moreover, time delay distances are independent of the local distance ladder and give comparable precision on H 0 , providing a crucial test of potential systematic uncertainties 3 .
In this paper, we report the spectroscopic confirmation of two recently discovered quadruplets: WG0214-2105 and WG2100-4452, both identified in the Dark Energy Survey (DES, Abbott et al. 2018 ) DR1 public footprints, using the source-based methods developed and presented in Agnello & Spiniello (2018, hereafter A18) to find lens candidates in wide-sky photometric multi-band surveys. The spectroscopic confirmation has been carried out using the Southern African Large Telescope (SALT; Buckley, Swart, & Meiring 2006) as part of the observing program Gotta catch'em all (2018-2-SCI-020, PI: Marchetti).
The paper is organized as follow. In Section 2, we give details on the SALT observing program and the selected candidates. A brief description of the two new quadruplets, including their coordinates and infrared magnitudes used at the pre-selection stage, is provided in Section 3. In Section 4, we report the results of a photometric analysis, which then leads to a preliminary variability analysis for one of the systems. In Section 5, we present the obtained SALT spectra for both systems, and highlight the redshift determinations for the sources and the deflectors. In Section 6, we provide simple lensing models for both quadruplets. We summarize our findings and conclude in Section 7.
Throughout the paper, we adopt a flat ΛCDM cosmology with Ω M = 0.3, Ω Λ = 0.7 and H 0 = 70 kms −1 Mpc −1 . 1 We note however that the magnification bias (Turner 1980) , due to the fact that multiple imaging magnifies the source, is larger in the case of a quadruplet configuration, compensating for the smaller cross-section.
, with z l the redshift of the deflector, D l the angula diameter distance of the lens from the observer, D s the distance of the source from the observer and D l s the relative distance between the lens and the source. 3 See, e.g., the work done by the H 0 Lenses in COSMOGRAIL's Wellspring (H0LiCOW, https://shsuyu.github.io/H0LiCOW/site/) Collaboration, of which some of the authors of this publication are members.
THE SALT OBSERVING PROGRAM
Our observing pprogram: "Gotta catch'Em All, the spectroscopic follow-up of strong gravitational lenses from KiDS and KABS surveys" (PI: L. Marchetti, ID: 2018-2-SCI-020) has the goal of spectroscopically confirming optically selected strong gravitational lens (SL) candidates, both quasi-stellar object (QSO)-galaxy (Spiniello et al. 2018, hereafter S18 and Agnello & Spiniello 2018, hereafter A18) , and galaxy-galaxy (gravitational arcs, Petrillo et al. 2018, 2019, hereafter P18 and P19 respectively) systems. The candidates have been found by exploiting the improved image quality and the more extended and homogeneous sky coverage achieved with new, deep optical surveys. In particular, we focus on the Kilo Degree Survey (KiDS, de Jong et al. 2015 , because of its depth, exquisite image quality and quite stringent seeing constraints (limiting magnitude of 25 at 5σ in 2 aperture and mean FWHM of 0.7 in r-band), and on the KiDS VST-ATLAS Bridging Survey (KABS, Napolitano et al., 2019, in prep) 4 , which images a previously almost uncovered region of the southern sky. Finally, we also include a few very promising candidates from the DES public footprint, which were recently found by our team .
After almost two years, we have collected a list of 300 highgrade candidates which need spectroscopic confirmation and redshift measurements to translate our lens model results (e.g., Einstein radii) into physical mass measurements. We have already presented the search methods as well as the KiDS candidates in recently published papers (Petrillo et al. 2017 (Petrillo et al. , 2018 Spiniello et al. 2018; Petrillo et al. 2019) , and we will present the KABS candidates in a paper in preparation (Spiniello et al., 2019) .
Full results from the first semester of SALT observations, still on-going, will be presented in a dedicated, future, paper (Marchetti, Tortora, Spiniello et al., in prep.) . In this paper, we focus on the DES candidates: two quadruply lensed QSOs for which the spectroscopic confirmation was the last required step to unambiguosly confirm their lensing nature. These pilot observations have been carried out to test our strategy and integration times before proceeding with a larger candidate list (arcs and QSOs) from the KIDS and KABS surveys. Shanks et al. 2015; and Pan-STARRS, Chambers et al. 2016) . The multiple images, in the the typical fold/cross configurations, are characterized by "white" optical colors, "blue" mid-IR colors and high UV deficit (ARN18). The discovery of WG2100-4452 (RAJ2000: 21:00:14.9, DECJ2000: -44:52:06.4), has been reported in A18, where we exploit several complementary methods to search for lensed quasars in wide-area photometric surveys. In particular, this previously unknown quadruplet in the DES footprint has been found by preselecting QSO-like objects based on infrared colors (from the Wide- Lindegren et al. 2016 ) to identify single WISE objects with multiple Gaia matches. We refer the reader to A18 for a more comprehensive description of this and the other methods, and for a complete list of other similarly identified lens candidates. Both WG0214-2105 and WG2100-4452 have also been shown to be easily compatible with simple lens models (Wynne & Schechter 2018) .
TWO NEW QUADRUPLETS
In this paper we present their spectroscopic confirmation, with estimation of the source and deflector redshifts, as well as grizphotometry obtained directly from the DES images and lensing modeling. We note that a very recent paper, contemporary to this work, has been published by Lee (2019) , reporting a spectroscopic confirmation of WG0214-2105 with Gemini Multi-Object Spectrographs (GMOS) spectra. Here we provide a more detailed analysis of the spectral, photometric and lensing properties of the latter system, comparing our inferences for the source and deflector redshifts with the related findings in Lee (2019) . Table 1 reports, for the two lens systems, coordinates and WISE infrared magnitudes, used for pre-selection and given in their native Vega system. We also give details about the observational blocks (slit position, orientation and integration times) that we will present in detail in Section 5.
ACCURATE ASTROMETRY AND PSF PHOTOMETRY ANALYSIS
Following the recipe detailed in S18, we perform Direct Image Analysis (DIA) on the multi-band DES images of the two systems.
Briefly, we simultaneously fit a point-PSF model to all the QSO multiple images in each of the single-band images, for griz bands, and then generated subtracted images that we visually inspected to identify the position of the deflector. Accurate astrometry is, in fact, of great help when extracting the 1D spectra from the long-slit data and it is also very useful when performing lensing and mass modelling. We then derive for each band photometry on all the components (A = brightest QSO image, D = faintest QSO image, G = lens galaxy) simultaneously using the code galfit (Peng et al. 2002) . We calculated the Point Spread Function (PSF) from a nearby star, to minimize the effect of distortion on the field and then modelled each quasar image simultaneously with a point-like PSF profile and the galaxy with a Seŕsic profile convolved with the PSF. Specifically, we assume a de Vaucouleurs profile using a fixed Seŕsic index 5 n=4, to model the light distribution of the lens galaxy. Figure 1 shows the results of the PSF fitting. For WG0214-2105, we also perform DIA on the Pan-STARRS images. In each line of the Figure, the left-most panel shows the griz-combined color cutouts of 10 × 10 size, and the middle panel shows the same image after the 4 QSO components have been subtracted, and from which it is possible to identify the presence of the deflector. Finally, the right-most panel shows the residuals after fitting and subtracting also the light of the lens galaxy. Table 2 reports the relative positions of all the QSO components obtained from the rband DES images, as well as the inferred magnitudes for g-, r-, i-, and z-band with their uncertainties, as calculated by galfit. Cutouts generated combining g-, r-, i-and z-band DES images (top panels) and Pan-STARRS images (middle panels) for WG0214-2105, and for WG2100-4452 only from DES (bottom panels). For each system, we show the results after subtracting the multiple QSO images (middle column) and the residuals obtained after also subtracting the deflector (right column).
Variability Evidence for WG0214
Quasar microlensing occurs when the light of the source, already deflected by the lens gravitational field, is also affected by the gravitational field of relatively low-mass (10 −6 < m/M < 10 3 ) bodies moving along the line-of-sight (e.g., single stars, brown dwarfs, planets, globular clusters, etc.). More specifically, microlensing is observed when the angular size of such bodies is smaller than the Einstein radius (θ) of the lensing system and therefore comparable with quasar angular size. Thus, microlensing is a very useful tool to constrain quasar structure as well to estimate the masses of these compact bodies (Kochanek 2004) .
During a microlensing event, the mass of the micro-deflector is not large enough to cause a measurable displacement of the light path, but, due to the relative motion between the source quasars, the lenses and the observer, a change in the magnification with time can be detected (Schmidt & Wambsganss 2010) . Thus, the apparent brightness of the source can change by more than a magnitude on time scales of weeks to months or years 6 . Unlike the intrinsic quasar variability, however, microlensing variability is uncorrelated between images.
Microlensing has a number of very important astrophysical applications. In particular, it can help in determining the existence and effects of compact objects along the line-of-sight, in studying in great detail the size, structure and light distribution of the source quasars (Dai et al. 2010; Morgan et al. 2010; O'Dowd et al. 2015) and in constraining the masses and mass distributions of lensing objects and their environments (e.g., Cowley et al. 2017) .
For WG0214-2105, we can compare two magnitude measurements obtained from multi-band images taken at different epochs: DES, taken in 2016, and Pan-STARRS, taken in 2014. Although with only two measurements one cannot build a detailed lightcurve, these data allowed us to detect time variation of the flux of each quasar component, which appears to be uncorrelated with wavelength and thus suggestive of a microlensing origin. We caution the reader, however, that delay among different lightcurves might cause a large flux variation, as shown in Courbin et al. (2018) for the lens D0408. Flux ratio variations among lightcurves also have implications for claims of substructure detection, as was shown explicitly by Agnello et al. (2017) on the same lens.
SALT SPECTROSCOPIC FOLLOW-UP
In November 2018, we obtained long-slit spectroscopy for the two quadruplets with the Robert Stobie Spectrograph (RSS) instrument and the PG0900 grating (grating-angle = 15.875), covering from 4490 to 7540 Åwith resolution R = 1000 measured from the OI5577 sky line, and using 2 × 4 binning, corresponding to ∼ 0.5 /pix in the spatial direction and to 0.97Åpix −1 in the dispersion direction.
As already highlighted, these two DES systems, being bright and visible at the beginning of the SALT observation semester, have been used as "test-cases" in modest observing condition (seeing> 6 The first detection of a microlensing event from photometric variations was reported in Irwin et al. (1989) , for the Q2237+0305 lens system. 7 We note that optically violent variable (OVV) quasars can vary at this level on time-scales of days; however these systems are extremely rare. 1.5 ) and non-optimal observing time (twilight), mainly to test our choices of grating, spatial binning and integration time on target.
The data were reduced with two independent methods, namely the SALT science pipeline (PySALT, Crawford et al. 2010) 8 and standard IRAF routines. One-dimentional (1D) spectra were extracted and analysed with custom IDL and Mathematica codes. In the following section we discuss the extraction of the spectra, deblending of the components and estimation of the redshift for each target separately.
WG0214-2105
We observed WG0214-2105 in two separate observing blocks with a slit of 1.5 × 8 and two different position angles (PA): -35 degrees (PA-35 configuration) and +50 degrees (PA+50 configuration). Both observations were centered on the deflector, and both integrated for 1800 seconds on target. Seeing was not ideal (≈ 1.8 ) but the night was clear. These configurations were motivated by the need to maximize the exposure time on the faint lens galaxy, and simultaneously obtain at least two completely independent spectra of the QSO components (A+B+C from PA-35 and A+C from PA+50).
The extracted spectra for the two position angles are shown in the upper panel of Figure 3 , where we label the main quasar emission lines (Ly-α, SiIV, OIV], HeII, OIII]) that allowed a secure determination of the redshift of the source (z s = 3.229 ± 0.004). This value is in good agreement (within 2-σ error) with the value of z s = 3.242 ± 0.005 reported in Lee (2019) .
Unfortunately the quality of the longslit spectra and the high contamination by the quasar did not allow us to securely determine the redshift of the deflector (z l ), although we identified some absorption lines (corresponding to more than one redshift, and therefore indicating the presence of galaxies along the line-of-sight). Therefore we infer z l from photometry. To estimate the photometric redshift of the deflector we compared its PSF colors as derived in Section 4 with galaxy spectra from the Sloan Digital Sky Survey (SDSS, DR14, Abolfathi et al. 2018 ). In particular, we select all galaxies in SpecPhotoAll with magnitudes within 2σ of those obtained from our photometry (we use the petroMag and its petroMagErr for each band) of the lens, and retain their spectroscopic redshifts. The resulting histogram, plotted in the low panel of Fig. 3 , is double peaked. We then calculate the mean and standard deviation of the both peaks, fitting two normal distributions: z l 1 ,W G0214 = 0.22 ± 0.09, z l 2 ,W G0214 = 0.53 ± 0.08. We note that the second peak (higher) of the histogram is consistent with the tentative redshift reported in Lee (2019).
WG2100-4452
For WG2100-4452 we obtained only one slit position with PA = 40 degrees and width=3.0 , observed under thin cloud and very high high lunar brightness (94%, corresponding to a moon distance of 30 degrees). Unfortunately, with such a configuration, all four images of the QSO are blended in the slit; it is therefore impossible to properly separate the components, especially for the two brightest ones. For the dim C and D components, unfortunately the short integration time that we obtained (1200 sec) did not allow us to identify their signal. However, having clear evidence for emission lines from A+B, given the very specific geometrical configuration and the colors, and finally, given that this system can be perfectly fit with a simple lens model (as we will show in Sec 6), we are fully confident about its lensing nature.
The accurate astrometric information provided by our analysis helped us to decompose the 2D spectrum, separating, at least partially, the lens from the source. To this end, we considered a two-component model, with the A+B QSO being the first and the deflector being the second. We estimated, directly from the DES images, that the separation between them is ∼ 1.3 , which corresponds to roughly 2.5 binned pixels for our observing strategy.
Using the Penalized Pixel Fitting (pPXF) code of Cappellari (2017), we extracted the stellar velocity dispersion of the deflector from its absorption-line spectrum, using a maximum penalized likelihood approach. The spectrum has been extracted along an aperture of 3 pixels (corresponding to an aperture of roughly 1.5 ), after subtracting the emission from the source (the broad MgII line at λ ∼ 5190 Å observed wavelength). As stellar templates for the fit, we select 100 stars (F, G, K, M) from the MILES stellar template Figure 3 . SALT spectra of the lensed quasar (upper panels) and redshift distribution of the deflector (lower panel) for WG0214-2105. For the source, we show the two independent spectra extracted from the two slits with different position angles, corresponding to the A+C components (PA+50, black) and the A+B+D components (PA-35, blue). We zoom-in on the most prominent emission lines (Ly-α in the left panel, SiIV+OIV] in the middle panel and HeII and OIII] in the right panel) that allowed us to securely infer its redshift. Unfortunately, the spectrum of the deflector did not allow us to do the same and therefore we used the photometric results to infer its redshift. We plot here the histogram of the spectroscopic redshifts from SDSS-DR14 SpecPhotoAll galaxies with similar Petrosian magnitudes (within 2σ uncertainties).
library of Sánchez-Blázquez et al. (2006) , which cover the wavelength range 3525-7500 Å at 2.5 Å FWHM spectral resolution. The resulting fit, yielding a σ = 287 ± 40 km s −1 , is shown in Figure 5 . The statistical uncertainty (δσ st at = 38 km s −1 ) and the systematic uncertainty (δσ st at = 14 km s −1 due to the templates used, the region of the spectrum that we fitted, and the eighth order of multiplicative polynomial that we used to take care of the continuum) are added in quadrature.
LENS MODELS
To model the two quadruplets, we make use of the publicly available software glafic, presented in Oguri (2010) . The code allows one to efficiently fit lensed images for both point-like and extended sources, also handling multiple sources, and considering a wide range of lens potentials. We tested two different models to estimate the parameters: first, a Singular Isothermal Ellipsoid (SIE) mass model, and second a Power Density Ellipsoid (PDE) model where the mass density slope is left as free parameter.
The SIE is one of the most frequently used lens model for strong gravitational lenses since it describes a mass distribution with a flat rotation curve. The convergence of the model is:
where q = 1 − e is the axis ratio (with e being the ellipticity), and the coordinatesx,ỹ are rotated by the position angle P A SI E , defined east of north and assuming that the positive direction is north. Finally, θ SI E is the Einstein radius, which in the spherical case is defined as
where D s is the angular diameter distance of the source from the observer, D ls is the relative distance between the lens and the source and σ SI E is the velocity dispersion of the deflector. The PDE model is more useful than the SIE model for studying the effect of the radial density slope on lensing. The convergence, defined in Keeton (2001) , is:
where θ PDE is the Einstein Radius. The PDE model corresponds to an isothermal model for β = 2. The SIE model has seven free parameters: Einstein radius, x and y coordinates of the galaxy and of the source (true position), ellipticity and position angle. The PDE has eight free parameters: Einstein radius, x and y coordinates of the galaxy and of the source, ellipticity, position angle and mass density slope. Since from the DES images and photometric analysis we have eight constraints for each system (x,y, apparent positions of the 4 multiple images), both models are fully constrained.
We use the inferred spectroscopic redshifts for the sources (z s,W G0214 = 3.229, z s,W G2100 = 0.92). For the deflector redshifts, we used the spectroscopic value obtained for WG2100-4452 (z l,W G2100 = 0.203) and the photometric ones for WG0214-2105 (we run the the model twice, one time assuming z l 1 ,W G0214 1 = 0.22 ± 0.09, and the second time assuming z l 2 ,W G0214 = 0.53 ± 0.08). The model results are reported in Table 3 , where we also report reduced chi-square ( χ 2 ν ) values to provide a quantitative measure of the goodness of the fit. Overall a good agreement between the two model is found. We also obtained estimates of the deflectors' masses inside the Einstein radii (M W G0214 = 8.52 × 10 10 M , M W G2100 = 1.42 × 10 11 M ) 9 . For the PDE model, the best fit mass density slopes we recover are β W G0214 = 2.1 ± 0.2 and β W G2100 = 1.9 ± 0.2, both consistent with an isothermal profile.
Uncertainties in model parameters were calculated using a Markov-Chain Monte-Carlo (MCMC) approach. We generated 100000 models and obtained a normal distribution for each of the estimated parameters, then computing the mean and standard deviation values. Figure 6 shows the mass models for WG0214-2105 (left panel) and WG2100-4452 (right panel) in the SIE case. We plot caustics
, where D l is the distance of the lens from the observer, D s is the distance of the source from the observer, D l s is the relative distance between the lens and the source, θ is the Einstein Radius and finally, c is the speed of light Table 3 . Model parameters obtained for the two quadruplets: ellipticity, position angle and Einstein radius from both models; mass density slope from PDE and galaxy velocity dispersion from SIE. We also report, for each model and each system, the modest value of the χ 2 divided by the degrees of freedom to judge the quality of the fit. and critical curves, as well as the apparent and true positions of the sources. We note that the flux ratios could be strongly perturbed by microlensing effects. Therefore, the magnitude difference of the quasar images has been excluded from the model. Finally, we calculated the magnification and time delay values for all components, relative to the brightest one (A), and report the results in Table 4 for both models. We caution the reader that microlensing can influence time-delay measurements, making them time variable. This is due, as described in Tie & Kochanek (2018) , to a combination of two effects. First, the quasar disk has an inclination with respect to the line-of-sight, and thus different parts of the disk lie at different projected distances to the source. This configuration can change time delays on the scale of the light crossing time of the accretion disk (typically of the order of light days). Second, microlensing can cause a differential magnification of the temperature of the emission from the disk, causing a differential time delay on the scale of the light crossing time. Moreover, we note that the time-delays highly depend on the deflector redshift: increasing the galaxy redshift, the time-delay values increase proportionally.
The relative positions inferred from the lensing model and directly calculated from the images (in r-band), always with respect to the brightest QSO component (A), agree perfectly with each other. This is also clearly visible from Figure 6 , where we report with orange filled circles the model predicted positions and with empty black circled crosses the positions directly obtained from the DES images.
CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we have presented the spectroscopic confirmation and lens modelling of two new quadruply lensed quasars recently found in the DES public footprints, namely WG0214-2105 and WG2100-4452. The quadruplets were both found with a method based on three main steps: an infrared (WISE) color-preselection of QSO-like objects, a morphological criterion based on multiple matches in the Gaia DR2 catalog and finally, visual inspection of the outcomes. We refer the reader to A18 and Spiniello et al. (2018) for a detailed description of the search methodology and to A18 and ARN18 for the discovery report.
Since the only missing ingredient to unambiguously confirm the lensing nature of these objects, whose geometrical configuration and chromaticity are typical of lensed QSOs, was spectroscopy, we targeted them with the Southern African Large Telescope. For both systems, we calculated the redshifts of the deflectors and the sources, confirming their multiple lensing nature. We obtained z source = 3.229 ± 0.004 for WG0214-2105 thanks to the identification of the strong Ly-α line and other weaker lines such as SiIV, OIV], HeII, OIII]. We inferred instead z source = 0.920 ± 0.002 for WG2100-4452, thanks to the identification of the prominent MgII emission line. Only for WG2100-4452 we could estimate the deflector redshift directly from the spectral absorption lines (i.e. CaK, CaH, G4300, Hβ, Mgb,NaD), since the galaxy is quite bright (r = 17.68 ± 0.01 mag, see Table 2 ). For the other lens, we infer the redshift using optical magnitudes that we obtained performing Direct Image Analysis (DIA) and photometry (presented in Sec. 4).
Microlensing studies require multiple images of a system taken in different epocs. We presented here preliminary evidence of time variability for one of the two systems, WG0214-2105, obtained measuring the photometry of all the components from DES (taken in 2016) and Pan-STARRS (2014) . A change of ≈ 0.4 mag is visible for the faintest QSO component (D), and other two components show smaller changes too. Although with only two epochs separated by two years, intrinsic chromatic variability cannot be excluded, we argue in favor of microlensing because we do not see any clear correlation with wavelength. Moreover, the lens model inferred timedelays are of the order of a few days and the probability that a quasar changes its magnitude by ≈ half a magnitude in such a short time is very low. We also note that, as shown in , microlensing in saddlepoints (B, D) is more likely in the presence of a smoothly distributed (dark matter) component.
Finally, we confirm the work of Wynne & Schechter (2018) , finding that these systems are perfectly compatible with simple lens models. We tested two different lens models, specifically a Singular Isothermal Ellipsoid approximation where the mass density slope is fixed but the stellar velocity dispersion is allowed to vary, and a Power Density Ellipsoid model where the Einstein radius and the mass density slope are free parameters. For both models, we constrain the x and y positions of the source and the deflector, the ellipticity and the position angle. We finally obtained for both quadruplets changes in magnitudes and time-delay measurements for each of the quasar multiple images, finding that while the former do not depend on the chosen model, the latter heavily depend on it.
We thus conclude that the planned integration times (set by the magnitudes and colors of the sources in the photometric survey catalogs) are long enough to obtain SALT spectra with sufficient signal-to-noise ratios to detect emission lines from the QSOs and, in most of the cases, also absorption lines from the lens. Our observing strategy works properly and will allow us, once the program is completed, to confirm many among the ∼ 300 lens candidates (arcs and QSOs) that we selected in the last two years from the KIDS and KABS surveys. 
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